S. P. Jain Institute of Management and Research (SPJIMR), established in 1981 in Mumbai, is a leading postgraduate management institute, recognised by Financial Times Global Rankings as India’s #1 business school, by Business Today as one of the country’s top five business schools, and by the Positive Impact Rating, a Swiss association, as one of the top five business schools worldwide in terms of social impact.

A constituent of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, India’s visionary educational trust established in 1938, SPJIMR offers a broad portfolio of management programmes to individual participants and organisations. SPJIMR is an AICTE-approved Tier 1 MBA institute accredited by The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB International) and the Association of MBAs (AMBA), UK.

We aim to influence managerial practice and promote value-based growth of our students and alumni, organisations and their leaders, and society at large. We do so by ‘advancing wise innovation’ at scale through teaching, thought leadership, and industry and community engagement.

As we continue our pursuit of excellence in management education, we welcome scholars and practitioners from around the globe to join our vibrant community of educators at SPJIMR, where passion meets purpose, and knowledge transforms lives.

Requirement – Assistant Professor

Department – Marketing

Desired Profile –

- PhD with First Class in preceding degree or equivalent degree from IIMs/national institutes of repute in Marketing area/specialization with excellent academic record throughout. Candidates who have defended their thesis may apply
- Preferable minimum 1 year of teaching experience at IIMs or other peer institutes in India

Roles and Responsibilities –

- Teach across full-time and executive programmes
- Engage in high quality research published in leading academic journals
- Responsible for teaching/monitoring/advising/providing research and required services aligned with the institute’s mission and vision

To apply, email your detailed profile at hr@spjimr.org with subject line as : Application for Assistant Professor, Marketing